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After experiencing his first panic attack on New Year’s Day of 2003, Dan Ryckert began a 12-
year process of learning how to channel panic disorder and generalized anxiety disorder until
they became driving forces in his life. Using anxiety as his ally, he was able to land dream jobs
within the video game industry and vastly improve the quality of his personal life.In this candid
recollection, you’ll learn about how he went from having panic attacks during college roll calls to
speaking in front of large crowds with minimal interference from anxiety. More importantly,
Ryckert details the methods in which he channelled these once-negative conditions until they
became a driving force in his life and something he wouldn’t get rid of even if he was given the
chance.

About the AuthorDan Ryckert is a podcast personality and producer at Giant Bomb. He formerly
wrote for Game Informer magazine and the Lawrence Journal-World, and has struggled with
anxiety disorders since the age of eighteen. He is the author of several books, including Anxiety
as an Ally. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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How I Turned a Worried Mind into My Best FriendBy Dan Ryckert@2015 Up To Something
PublishingIntroductionI’m as far removed from being a doctor as a human being can possibly be.
I went to college for the most slacker-y of slacker majors (Film Studies), and it still took me five
and a half years to actually get a degree. After graduating, I went on to early jobs at a local
television station and a GPS company before eventually landing dream jobs where I play video
games and talk about them for a living. None of my educational or vocational history points
towards expert knowledge of the workings of the human mind, but a couple of pesky
psychological conditions taught me that I better learn more about them if I didn't want to become
a victim of them.While I'm not a doctor, my 12-year battle with panic disorder and generalized
anxiety disorder (along with a fun sprinkling of OCD and ADHD) has placed me in offices with
many of them. I've been tested by MDs, spent countless hours speaking with psychologists, sat
in chairs with needles in my head, tried various medications and herbal supplements, joined
mental health message boards, discussed my problems with support groups, and tried many
more things in the relentless pursuit of understanding and easing my anxious mind. Without a
doubt, it has been the most difficult thing I've ever been through in my life.Despite this, I sit here
in 2015 happier and more successful than I've ever been. It's taken a dozen years, but all of
those different approaches I've tried have left me with an assortment of techniques and
reminders that keep me sane, healthy, and optimistic. I have a job that's been my dream since I
was nine years old. I have a positive disposition that's virtually never compromised. For at least
half a decade now, each year of my life has been significantly more enjoyable and fulfilling than
its predecessor. In an odd way, I owe much of if not most of this to my struggle with anxiety.It's a
safe bet that many of you are familiar with my work online, whether it's from Giant Bomb, Game
Informer, or Twitter. On the internet, I rarely speak up about serious subjects. Discussing things
like my anxiety issues can be tricky, and it takes me out of my comfort zone. That's part of why
I'm writing this book. Identifying something that scares you and tackling it headfirst regardless is
one of the many approaches that I've found to help. Because of this, I've turned my initial
hesitance to talk about this subject into a reason that I have to write it. Talking about these issues
is an important step to recovery, and I hope that reading about my experiences and successes
in the realm of anxiety disorders will be of help to others that haven't yet attained a firm grasp on
them.Most of this book is a chronological history of my experience with anxiety disorders. It
starts with my first panic attack in 2003, and moves on to cover my college years of struggling to
find ways to combat panic disorder and generalized anxiety disorder. Later, you'll learn about my
slow realization of which methods worked for me and which didn't. My years of experimenting
with a variety of remedies eventually paid off, as the strategies I taught myself prepared me for
my jobs in the gaming industry. In the final chapters, I'll break down my most important tips for
quick reference.It took me twelve years to get to this point of having a relatively anxiety-free life. I
hope that by discussing how I got here, I can provide some tips on how to accelerate your own



process of eliminating anxiety. Your solutions may differ from mine, but this book will give
examples of positive mindsets and methods that should apply to anyone even if my path isn’t
exactly the same as yours. In addition, I hope that this is a book that you can give to family and
friends that struggle to understand what it's like to live with anxiety disorders.Anxiety is a chronic
condition. At no point in my life can I climb a hill and confidently yell "It's over!" It will be with me
until the day I die, but I've learned how to harness it as a positive force instead of being
burdened by the difficulties it comes with. It's my hope that as you read this book, you'll identify
with many of these struggles and find benefit from the same approaches that have changed my
life for the better.The BeginningMy full-blown anxiety disorders didn't go into effect until a
specific moment at the beginning of 2003, but evidence of me being a high-strung kid had long
been present. I was socially awkward throughout all of my pre-college schooling, leading to
plenty of name-calling and punches being thrown my way for years. I was a kid that was
obsessed with video games and professional wrestling, couldn't talk to a girl to save my life, and
never went to any school functions or parties. This wasn't unique to me, as it's a common story
among many kids whether they were destined to develop anxiety disorders or not.Despite never
feeling fully comfortable in these early years, I had never experienced a panic attack, nor had I
any knowledge of them. While my first panic attack was still months away, I entered a college
preparatory program in the summer of 2002 with a great deal of nervousness. I had graduated
high school in May of that year, and my mother convinced me to enroll in a one-month
"Freshman Summer Institute" program that would prepare me for the full transition to come in the
fall. It was a bite-sized version of a real college semester, requiring me to live in the dorms and
attend a couple of summer classes.This was my first time being forced out of my long-
established comfort zone of playing video games at home on a near-nightly basis, and I can't
say I handled it particularly well. I lived on campus in Lawrence, Kansas, which was only half an
hour from my childhood home in Olathe. It may have been a stone's throw from the familiarity of
home, but the forced social interaction made it feel like I might as well have been stationed in
Siberia. Within a week, I was pacing in the lobby of the dorms, explaining to my parents on the
phone that I had nothing in common with my peers. They drank and smoked pot, they listened to
music I didn't like, and yet they all seemed happy to be there and had an instant kinship with
each other. In retrospect, they probably harbored many of the anxieties I felt at that pivotal
moment in our lives, but they did a much better job of hiding it. In my mind, I didn't belong there
and I dreaded the years to come as I continued transitioning into the real world.Early on, I found
respite in the two classes that I was enrolled in. I never really enjoyed sitting in classrooms (and
that feeling intensified as time went on), but it was a setting that I was at least familiar with. One
was a basic introduction to the university and college life, and the other was Psychology 101.
The latter was taught by a friendly, middle-aged professor named Buddy, and I hung around
after most classes to chat with him. As a kid, I always felt more comfortable speaking with adults
than with those my own age, and that had apparently carried over into (almost) adulthood. He
always struck me as a genuinely happy person, so I enjoyed hearing his thoughts on life and



how the mind works.Because of Buddy's obvious intelligence and positive disposition, I gave
something a chance that I normally wouldn't have. One day in class, he started talking to us
about meditation. I knew nothing about it, and had always just assumed it was some pseudo-
religious thing that hippies did while repeating weird chants. But because of how much I
respected Buddy, I temporarily shut down the "this is a bunch of hippie crap" alarm that was
blaring in my head, and I gave it a shot. He had the entire class close their eyes, and guided us
through a simple meditation for ten minutes. He instructed us to focus on our breath as it moved
in and out, and had us direct it to specific parts of our body in sequence (feet, calves, thighs,
stomach, etc).This is all very basic Meditation 101 stuff, but it was new to me at the time and
was completely different than I expected. There was no chanting, no mantras, no praying to
some god that I had never heard of — just breathing. He had a way of making it easy for even a
class full of first-timers to fully focus on his instructions, and rarely did I find my mind wandering
for those ten minutes. At the end, he instructed us to open our eyes and note how we felt. Even
though I had yet to experience panic attacks or generalized anxiety, I noticed a distinct calm
once the meditation was complete. I was floored by the feeling, and I remember Buddy saying
"Note how you all feel after just ten minutes. If you do this for an hour a day, it will change your
life. I promise you."As impressed as I was by the effects of the ten minutes, I didn't continue to do
it after that class. I felt like learning how to talk to girls was a more pressing issue in my life, but
that still seemed too daunting so I stuck with the safety of video games in my free time. The
ensuing months played out in predictable fashion. I remained unsure of how much I liked this
new college life, but was slowly coming around to the idea of meeting like-minded new friends in
this new environment. I started playing video games with my door open, and would even walk in
to other rooms and introduce myself when I noticed other people doing the same.Gaming
became the common ground for me and many others on the floor, and my social anxiety was
becoming less of an issue on a weekly basis. Before long, I was printing up flyers for a Soul
Calibur tournament and putting them up all over campus. I went from hating the idea of
socializing with my peers in the summer to gathering dozens of them in front of a TV and a
Dreamcast in the dorm lobby by the end of 2002. Things were changing quickly, and I was
actually starting to like college.My first panic attack was on New Year's Day, 2003. It's very clear
to me now that it was a panic attack, but as an 18 year-old kid with no previous knowledge of
them, it was one of the most terrifying experiences of my life. I was fairly hung over after a fun
New Year's Eve with some newfound friends (I'd learn the hangover/anxiety connection years
later), and we went to see Gangs of New York. I had seen hundreds of movies in the theater,
even spending four years working at an AMC prior to college and seeing just about everything
that came out during that period. I'd usually sit dead center in the row to get the best view of the
screen, as I did on this night. It was a holiday and the movie had only been out less than two
weeks, so it was a packed house.Near the end of the 160-minute running time of the film, I
started feeling woozy and noticed a tingling sensation in my extremities. It was near the end of
the movie, and I was getting pretty into it, so I initially chalked it up to excitement. As Leonardo



DiCaprio and Daniel Day-Lewis fought during the climax, I could tell that something much worse
was happening. The most frustrating part was, I couldn't place where this sudden feeling of
complete dread was coming from.I started sweating and placed my head in my hands, and my
feet began to tap involuntarily. My breathing and heart rate became rapid, and my body and
mind just couldn't take it any more. Despite being really into the movie for the previous two and a
half hours, everything inside of me was suddenly screaming that I had to get out of the room. I
was even too rattled to feel like a jerk as I scooted past everyone in my row, obstructing their
view during a pivotal scene.I rushed into the bathroom with no real intention other than getting
away from people. Hurrying into an open stall, I shut the door behind me and immediately
started dry heaving into the toilet. My stomach felt fine, but my mind decided that dry heaving
was the way to deal with this situation for some reason. Producing nothing, I wound up sitting on
the toilet fully clothed and resting my head in my hands again as I tried to steady my erratic
breathing. I was sweating profusely at this point, and more scared than I had ever been in my
entire life. This wasn't "feeling sick," this was feeling like I was about to die at any moment from
some unknown cause.When I felt composed enough to face people again, I went to the sink and
splashed some water on my face, then exited the bathroom. My friends were waiting outside,
and were understandably wondering what the hell was wrong with me. I had left during the
climax of a movie, and I was covered in sweat and clearly rattled the next time they saw me. I
remember muttering something about feeling sick or hung over, and said I just needed to go
home and rest a bit.While it was a terrible and confusing night, I told myself that it was nothing
more than a freak occurrence. My body felt fine when I woke up the next morning, and my mind
wasn't giving off any red flags that anything was wrong. I continued as normal for the next week
of the long holiday break (our school didn't start up again until three weeks into January), and
nothing flared up.A week after seeing Gangs of New York, I ventured back into the theater to see
an even longer movie, The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers. It was the same seating situation
at the same theater with the same group of friends, but I didn't go in with any real worries of a
repeat of the incident that occurred just a week prior.In almost the exact same situation, the
feelings of dread popped up near the end. The same shallow breathing, the same rapid heart
rate, the same sweaty face and palms. Again, I rushed out of the theater and took refuge in the
same bathroom stall. This is where I really started to worry, as it surely wasn't a coincidence.
Why did this feeling seem to overtake my body twice, in the exact same situation? Was I
doomed to miss the climax of every movie for the rest of my life so that I could sit on the toilet for
mysterious reasons? I was far from an expert on medical issues, but I had never even heard of
anything like what I was experiencing.I reacted in the worst possible way – by going home and
spending the entire night searching the internet for answers about what could possibly be wrong
with me. At one point, I thought I had Lyme disease. At others, I was convinced that I had any
number of rare neurological disorders. When nothing seemed to be an obvious answer, I settled
on a particularly ominous one – I must be going crazy.Lying in bed that night, it was impossible
to quiet my mind. I've had trouble sleeping throughout my entire life, but this was on a level that I



had never experienced. The sun came up without me getting a single minute of sleep, and I was
frequently hopping out of bed to do more fruitless internet searches throughout the night and
morning.Making the situation worse the next day was the fact that I was afraid to tell my mother
about it. Growing up, she had always been easy to approach and very helpful whenever I had
questions, concerns, or just needed someone to talk to. That said, this seemed like a very
different beast. I knew I could turn to her for motherly advice on how to ask a girl out or how I
should prepare for college, but "Mom, I think I might be going crazy" seemed like a much taller
order for a conversation.Within a couple of days, a combination of factors likely led to me
becoming very sick. I'd have to imagine that the lack of sleep and the extreme amounts of
mental stress had done a physical number on my body. Not only was I not sleeping, I was so
stressed that I wasn't even getting hungry. For days, I'd barely eat as I alternated between laying
in bed with a racing mind and scouring the internet for any information I could find. Late at night, I
frequently found myself dry-heaving in the bathroom due to panic, but there was rarely any food
in my stomach.One of these nights, my mother heard me loudly dry-heaving and came to check
on me."Party a bit too hard tonight?" she asked from the bathroom doorway."No, I just think I'm
really sick," I responded."Surrre," she said. "You know, you're 18. As long as you're being safe
about everything, you don't have to hide it from me if you've been drinking."I initially wanted to
explain to her that I hadn't had a drop, but decided that her thinking I was drunk was a better
alternative to thinking her son was insane.After days of worsening symptoms (mental and
physical), I decided that I had to go to the doctor. I'd avoid talking about the mental aspects that
scared me the most, and see if the doctor could find something physically wrong with me that
would explain what was happening.When my appointment started, I began with my best
explanation of the physical symptoms. I told him that I had been feeling feverish and fatigued,
with odd tingling sensations in my extremities and an occasional sensation that made me feel
like I needed to vomit. As I explained this, the very symptoms I described came down on me like
an avalanche. My breathing and heart rate spiked faster than ever, and the doctor could tell
something was wrong. He told me to lie down on the table immediately, and ran out of the room
to grab a nurse and an EKG machine.When the nurse arrived, she attached electrodes to my
chest as the doctor monitored my heart activity. My heart rate was far above the standard resting
rate for a healthy 18 year-old, and he ordered some blood tests to be done. It would take a few
days for those results to come back, so he offered little outside of a prescription for some flu
medication.The phrases "panic attack" or "anxiety disorder" never came up during this visit or
visits to several other doctors in the weeks to follow. Likewise, I never really saw those conditions
discussed when I searched for my symptoms online (the diagnosis for just about every symptom
on medical message boards tended to be around the severity level of "super cancer"). It seems
like there are tons of resources for sufferers of anxiety now, so I'm not sure if I wasn't looking in
the right places or if psychological disorders were less of a part of the national conversation in
2003. Looking back, it wouldn't surprise me if this were the case in the 50s or 60s, but I'm still
surprised that I wasn't able to find much of any information about anxiety as recently as the



2000s.With another scary experience under my belt and no real answers to speak of, I
continued my new routine of laying in bed all day while hoping to feel better. My winter break was
about to end, which I dreaded considering that my symptoms had only worsened since New
Year's Day. Feeling like hell, I left the comfort of my childhood home and headed back to the
hectic world of the dorms with some flu medication and a whole new suite of situations that I
could fear attacks in.My blood test results came in, and to my surprise they said that everything
was completely normal. Nothing in the results hinted at anything out of the ordinary, which would
have been a relief in any other situation but only added to the mystery here. I wanted to hear that
some particular part of my body was wildly malfunctioning, and that I'd be as good as new after
getting on a specific medication or having some procedure done. Instead, I was back to lying in
bed with a 102-degree fever while my mind tried to wrap itself around what the hell was wrong
with me.This cycle continued into February with no signs of improvement. At this point, I had felt
deathly ill and mentally exhausted for over three weeks. If I wasn't fighting to keep my breathing
and heart rate under control, I was dizzy from a high fever. In the times that I was actually able to
fall asleep, I'd wake up in the middle of the night, disoriented, sweating, and unable to fall back
asleep. Laying in bed hadn't helped anything, so I told myself that getting up and being active
would help shake me out of this funk. I asked my friends if they wanted to go see Adaptation,
and part of me wondered if these attacks were somehow spurred on by seeing movies in
theaters. This all sounds insane now, but I was grasping at straws for any kind of explanation.
The initial attack happened at a movie, and the follow-up was during another movie, so that's
about as much of a connection as I had seen up to that point. If it happened a third time, then I
could be fairly confident that something about the theater environment was triggering these
attacks.Instead of being polite enough to wait until the end of the movie, my symptoms decided
they'd show up early and stick around for the duration. I tried to stick it out for over an hour, but
eventually fell into the same fate of the previous two theater visits. There I was in the bathroom,
head in hands and wondering what the hell a movie theater could be doing to my body. I still had
no idea how to lessen these symptoms, and all I had was some DayQuil in my pocket. I broke
the capsules out of their pouch and distinctly remember my hand shaking like the world's lamest
junkie as I tried to bring the cold medicine to my mouth near the bathroom's water fountain.That
weekend, I drove back to my mom's house and stayed there, away from the hectic campus and
dorm life. I saw two different doctors, neither of which offered any answers. On one late night, I
went to the emergency room, convinced that my heart was near some kind of fatal condition.
After a series of tests and talks with the doctor, my mother and I were informed that there was
absolutely nothing physically wrong with me.My mother knew that I had been complaining about
being sick, but thought something was odd about my behavior. On the way home from the
emergency room, I remember her earnestly asking me if I was on drugs. All I could do was say
no, as I still wasn't anywhere near comfortable with discussing the truth of the matter with her or
anyone else.DiagnosisWhen I went back to school the next week, I decided that I'd give the
campus medical facility a shot. I expected the same song and dance about how it was probably



just the flu, but the doctor's immediate response shocked me.
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Matt, “As an Ally. As a longtime fan of Dan Ryckert’s work, I came to this book expecting an
honest, forthright approach to fighting general anxiety disorder with self-deprecating anecdotes
in between and I was not at all disappointed. Dan’s homey, down-to-earth personality is cast on
every page. His approach to simultaneously fighting your stressors head on and making anxiety
a part of your life and even an ally to keep thrusting you forward resonates with me. Dan uses his
own research to gauge what works best for him, and uses the advice of medical professionals to
guide him and inform this personalized regimen. Whether or not you suffer from an affliction with
anxiety, I can’t recommend this book enough!”

Anon, “Genuinely useful strategies. Some of the tips and suggestions in this book are applicable
to a number of mental disorders, not just anxiety. Self-help books rarely help me, but this one
put things in perspective for me and got me to start meditating again.The focus of this book of
course is Dan's personal journey, which I found relatable (also being the geeky type). It probably
helps that I'm very familiar with Dan from Giant Bomb.”

Timothy, “I love this book. I want to preface this review with a full disclosure: I do not struggle with
anxiety and that's not why I bought this book. I bought this book because of the author. I have
been following Dan Ryckert since 2009 when he began working at Game Informer. The man is
one of the silliest, most entertaining, and unique individuals I “know”. If you are at all familiar with
Dan then you are most likely already aware of this fact. Dan has written books before. He has
authored novels about wrestling, gators who fly aircraft, as well as dedicating a whole book to
mocking a “fictional” former professional athlete. Despite all of this, his latest book tackled a
much more serious subject: anxiety.Anxiety as an Ally is honest, down to earth, and extremely
personal. Even though I've followed Dan's antics since 2009, this book revealed a lot of new
information that I (and most people) was never aware of. It turns out that Dan has struggled with
some very severe anxiety issues, which started in his college years. Dan has become an
internet personality. He is very active on sites such as Twitter and is not afraid to get out there
and speak his mind about something, no matter how dumb it might be. Anxiety is never
something that he has opened up about with his followers. In fact, only select people in his
personal life have been aware of his struggles until he wrote this book.I found the book to be a
real page turner. Even though I don't have problems with anxiety myself, I enjoyed Dan's story of
how he has battled it and has gotten as far as he is today. (Spoiler: he's doing better than ever).
It's very inspiring and I think people can learn and take away some good life lessons from it.
Much of what he has to say can be applied to many life situations and not just with anxiety. If you
follow Dan, are interested in learning more about him, and want some inspiration, you should
definitely give this a read. And if you do have anxiety issues, it's just going to be even more
helpful.”



Jacorey A. Parr, “Inspirational. I’ve been a fan of Dan from his days at Giantbomb. Anxiety has
gradually become a larger part of my life. This book has made me want to do more to try and
conquer this anxiety, to the best of my ability. It was great reading about Dan overcoming his
hardships, as well as how he got to where he was.”

Harold F Price III, “Thank you, Dan!. I have Asperger's Syndrome, and even though the anxiety
related to that isn't the severity of what Dan has detailed (sensory overload is my bigger issue), I
decided to read this book hoping for some insights that might help me out.I was blown away. I
didn't expect these kinds of insights from a guy that enjoys dipping Oreos in nacho cheese. Dan
shows an openness & honesty beyond my expectations. Some of his experiences, like
prescription medications (including one I was on briefly) were very similar to mine.Dan, thank
you for writing this book and sharing a side of yourself that we don't see on Giant Bomb. Even
though my situation is different from yours, I learned a great deal. Thank you.”

Christine, “10/10. I quickly enjoyed this book from the very beginning. Hearing about this authors
experience and realizing that I’ve had similar experiences makes me take a comfort in knowing
I’m not alone. Would highly recommend this book to anyone dealing with anxiety and/or panic”

Lamagu, “It makes you feel like you're not so alone in what you are dealing .... I've battled with
GAD, panic attacks, and agoraphobia for about 8 years now. I've only recently started to regain
control of my life.Reading Dan's struggle, and seeing how much it mirrored my own, was
incredibly inspiring.It makes you feel like you're not so alone in what you are dealing
with.HIGHLY recommended for anyone with anxiety, or who has a loved one with anxiety.”

Eduardo Paulo F. S. Costa, “An accessible read for anyone who wants to understand more about
anxiety. Most people familiar with the work of Dan Ryckert probably wouldn't expect him to write
about a serious matter. In "Anxiety as an Ally", Ryckert's remarkably candid tales of his struggle
with anxiety and panic disorder prove wrong any expectations of that nature. It is an easy read in
which the author does not rely on self-pity or negativity, instead choosing to encourage readers
to use anxiety as a tool for self-improvement. While he acknowledges that there are people with
severe cases of panic disorder, he also reminds us that looking at a disease as what it is - an
obstacle that can be dealt with, not a hindrance - can be healthy and helpful. I know anxiety from
first-hand experience and, having read the book twice, I can say with certainty that it has helped
me a great deal. I recommend it both to people who are fans of Dan Ryckert's wit and antics and
people who suffer from (or know someone who suffers from) anxiety.”

Jonathan Scott, “Proof Is In The Pudding. As most readers will already know Dan from his
journalism work, it's great to see a person with such a great career and social life can overcome
such emotional problems. It takes hard work but as Dan says, no magic potion will get you
there.I would say the book is pretty simple but Dan gives alot of credibility and good anecdotes



to keep you hooked.”

Nicola, “GREAT. Great book about the author's panic attacks and anxiety, and the steps he took
to overcome these conditions. Has very useful guidance and suggestions for the reader. I am
pleased with my purchase and would buy again.”

thisisanadventure, “) I feel like I know you through your lovely. Thanks Dan :)I feel like I know you
through your lovely, simple, journal style writing that has really helped me in regards to feeling
like I am not entirely alone in these anxiety spirals I find myself in.Strength through anxiety ; stay
strong folks !”

geraint wyn jones, “Its Yellow. Having been in a similar situation I decided to pick this up since
having come across the authors other work. I ended up blasting through it in a day and gave me
a great insight into anxiety disorders.”

Ebook Library Reader, “this book give me new insight about anxiety. Help .... this book give me
new insight about anxiety .Help me to think in different way about it and help me to overcome it
a little. ;)”

The book by Dan Ryckert has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 215 people have provided feedback.
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